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Present Perfect  
Vs  

Past Simple  
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

 

1. _______Guang ________(enrol) for the new course on fluent 

English? 

2. _____Guang______(enrol) for the new course on fluent English 

when we were in the canteen? 

3. I ___________(speak) with the head teacher last hour. 

4. Alan and his family_________(learn) how to dance rumba last 

summer holiday. 

5. Mert ___________(not pass) his geometry lesson yet. 

6. I__________(meet) with an undergraduate from Japan. 

7. No, she _________(not lose) her Filofax. It was in her bag.  

8. Mary _________(not write) the last answer with a blue chalk  

but a red one. 

9. ______you all________(finish) it? 

10. I__________(learn) Chinese. I can speak it fluently. 

11. When___________(you-revise) for the exam? 

12. Harry____________(be) our supply teacher for the last two months. 
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Mini Course 

Present Perfect  
Vs  

Past Simple  
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

 

1. _____Guang ________(enrol) for the new course on fluent 

English? 

2. _____Guang________(enrol) for the new course on fluent 

English when we were in the canteen? 

3. I ___________(speak) with the head teacher last hour. 

4. Alan and his family_________(learn) how to dance rumba last 

summer holiday. 

5. Mert ___________(not pass) his geometry lesson yet. 

6. I__________(meet) with an undergraduate from Japan. 

7. No, she _________(not lose) her Filofax. It was in her bag.  

8. Mary _________(not write) the last answer with a blue chalk but a red one. 

9. ________you all________(finish) it? 

10. I________(learn) Chinese. I can speak it fluently. 

11. When___________(you-revise) for the exam? 

12. Harry____________(be) our supply teacher for the last two months. 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 

Present Perfect vs Past Simple 

 

 
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

 

1. ____Guang ________(enrol) for the new course on fluent 

English?  

2. Mary _________(not write) the last answer with a blue 

chalk but a red one. 

3. I ___________(speak) with the head teacher last hour. 

4. Alan and his family_________(learn) how to dance rumba 

last summer holiday. 

5. Mert ___________(not pass) his geometry lesson yet. 

6. I__________(meet) with an undergraduate from Japan. 
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     Present Perfect vs Past Simple    

   
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

 

1. ____Guang______(enrol) for the new course on fluent 

English when we were in the canteen? 

 

2. No, she _________(not lose) her Filofax. It was in her bag.  

3. ______you all________(finish) it? 

4. I_______(learn) Chinese. I can speak it fluently. 

5. When___________(you-revise) for the exam? 

6. Harry____________(be) our supply teacher for the last 

two months. 
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Teacher’s Copy 

Present Perfect  
Vs  

Past Simple  
 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. 

 

1. __Has___Guang __enrolled______(enrol) for the new course 

on fluent English? 

2. _Did___Guang____enrol_____(enrol) for the new course on 

fluent English when we were in the canteen? 

3. I ___spoke________(speak) with the head teacher last hour. 

4. Alan and his family___learned/learnt______(learn) how to 

dance rumba last summer holiday. 

5. Mert ___hasn’t passed________(not pass) his geometry lesson 

yet. 

6. I__’ve met________(meet) with an undergraduate from Japan. 

7. No, she __didn’t lose_______(not lose) her Filofax. It was in her bag.  

8. Mary ____didn’t write_______(not write) the last answer with a blue chalk but a red one. 

9. ___Have____you all__finished______(finish) it? 

10. I__’ve learned/’ve learnt_____(learn) Chinese. I can speak it fluently. 

11. When__did you revise_________(you-revise) for the exam? 

12. Harry___has been_________(be) our supply teacher for the last two months. 

 

 


